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In Cantor’s (2011) Letter-to-the-Editor, he cited two MRI studies

(Rametti et al., 2011; Savic & Arver, 2011) and suggested that

these‘‘bear out’’Blanchard’s hypothesis that‘‘homosexual trans-

sexuals’’ but not ‘‘non-homosexual transsexuals’’ would exhibit

brain regions shifted toward that of non-transsexual women.

This contradicts the recent observation by Meyer-Bahlburg

(2011)thatmostresearchfrombrainstudiesindicatesthatthe‘‘het-

erosexual’’ transsexual group may have brain regions that are

shifted toward female. Meyer-Bahlburg (2011) included results

from brain studies other than those using MRI (e.g., PET results,

autopsy findings) to support his suggestion.

Surprisingly, Cantor did not include results of non-MRI brain

studies with respect to their bearing on Blanchard’s hypothesis.

Yet,eventheinterpretationbyCantoroftherelationshipofonlythe

MRI studies to Blanchard’s hypothesis is problematic.

For instance, although Rametti et al. (2011) used exclusively

‘‘homosexual transsexuals,’’theydidnot,asCantorsuggests,usea

researchdesignthatwasanalogoustothatusedbySavicandArver

(2011). Savic and Arver used voxel based and volume of interest

MRItomeasureregionalbrainvolumes.Ramettietal.(2011)used

diffusion tensor imaging to measure fractional anisotropy. These

representqualitativelydifferentmethodologiesandtoolsfor

investigating issues in brain research.

Second, unlike Savic and Arver (2011), the study by Rametti

et al. (2011) measured only white matter. In fact, most of the sex-

uallydimorphicregionsinvestigatedbyRamettietal. (2011)were

not those investigated by Savic and Arver (2011). Thus, we don’t

know how unique the findings of each study are for a particular

Blanchard transsexual type (homosexual vs. non-homosexual).

Third, since neither study compared‘‘homosexual transsexu-

als’’with‘‘non-homosexualtranssexuals’’nordideitherstudycom-

pare each type with non-transsexual controls, we don’t know how

unique the findings of the different transsexual groups are when

compared with each other or when each are compared with non-

transsexual controls.

SexualorientationisonevariablethatCantor(2011)focusedon

when suggesting that Blanchard’s hypothesis‘‘now appears to be

the case.’’However, it would seem prudent to wait for studies that

use the same investigative tools as well as better control groups

before jumping to such a conclusion.
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